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Introduction

A discussion of the immunologie aspects of a neoplastic
process is not inappropriate at a conference dealing with an
evaluation of cancer chemotherapy, in that antibodies and
specifically sensitized lymphoid cells directed against tumor
antigens can be correctly considered as potentially pro
phylactic and therapeutic agents. Indeed, it would appear
today that such immunologie reagents hold greater promise of
eventually providing more decisive clinical means of inter
vention in neoplastic disease than chemotherapeutics syn
thesized in the laboratory or searched for at random in nature.

In order to be applicable and categorically effective, a cancer
chemotherapeutic agent must be qualitatively, or at least
quantitatively, exceedingly discriminatory in its action on
neoplastic cells, located in a matrix of normal ones. Such
highly selective toxicity might conceivably be achieved in the
future on the basis of an intimate knowledge of the fine
divergences of structure or function between normal cells and
neoplastic variants, or it could be the result of a fortunate but
essentially fortuitous discovery, as has been the case with the
antibiotics. The basic knowledge for a rational, inductive
approach to the synthesis of agents with such selective tumor
toxicity remains inadequate, however, and even if it were at
our disposal, it is highly problematic whether the chemist
could create cytotoxins of a sufficiently restricted range of
activity. The hopes of success in an essentially random,
screening search for biologic and chemical antitumor agents
seem slight: The colossal efforts directed at discovering
clinically applicable antibiotics have made available only a
handful of such substances, despite the enormous phylogenetic
differences between target and host cells, and an extrapolation
to neoplasia, where the pathogenetic cell is derived from the
same precursors as the surrounding normal tissue, must dim
even the most enthusiastic optimism.

The categoric, inherent advantage of immunologie reagents
lies with the opportunity of exploiting the exquisitively
sensitive recognition powers of the vertebrate immunologie
apparatus, whose phylogenetic significance may in fact reside
in its surveillance of neoplastic variation. With few, if any,
exceptions, all animal tumors so far subjected to systematic
investigation have now been shown to be distinguished by
surface or internal configurations recognized by the autoch
thonous or isogenic host as operatively antigenic. At least
circumstantial evidence has now also accrued that many
tumors in man are similarly marked by determinants suffi
ciently different in quality or distribution to evoke a specific

immune attack in the patient or in animals. The obstacles
in the way of directing these findings towards eventual
prophylactic and therapeutic goals are clearly very formidable,
but at least they do not include the demand for a prior
understanding of the very nature of the neoplastic depar
ture, and they do not include the otherwise basic requisite
of either finding by chance or building by design the
chemical basis of intimately focused specificities. An immuno
logie approach to cancer chemotheraphy would thus seem
today a more profitable avenue of exploration than a purely
chemical one, and one which is likely to lead as well to more
precise formulations of the dynamic aspects of the neoplastic
process and, perhaps, to a pinpointing of its initial eventsâ€”
immunologie reagents have proven highly effective tools of
detection and follow-up, as well as agents of destruction of
alien cells.

In discussing today the biology of spontaneous mammary
carcinomas of inbred mice from an immunochemotherapeutic
perspective, attention is being focused on this system only as a
model, perhaps as the most profitable model, of neoplasia as
an event in the natural history of higher animals. Before this
discussion can be initiated, however, a fundamental back
ground consideration must be brought into focus: If it is
indeed true that neoplastic cells are distinguished by chemical
characteristics recognized as antigenic by the tumor-bearing
animal, why is neoplasia seen as a common pathologic event?
Nonneoplastic cells alien to an animal are eventually rejected
by immunologie means, even when they differ from the
individual in only very minor respects genetically and anti-
genically, unless they are introduced under very special
circumstancesâ€”very early in life, or in very large numbers at
once or within a short period of time-which do not seem to
apply in most instances of progressive neoplasia. Why, then, is
progressive neoplastic disease a reality?

Several of the explanations which have been advanced in the
past must today be rejected as inadequate, individually and
probably also in combination. Thus, it is not true that
neoplastic cells commonly develop so rapidly as to "over
whelm" or "outstrip" the immunologie defenses of the host,

whatever that may mean. Neoplastic cells of some types may
be somewhat more resistant to immunologie destruction than
analogous normal ones, but the difference in susceptibility is
not categoric; neoplastic transplants are commonly rejected
even across minor histocompatibility barriers; and immuno
logie enhancement is not a phenomenon restricted to neo
plastic cells (19). Neither is it true that tumor antigens as a
group are by any significant order of magnitude "weaker"
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immunologic stimuli than all other tissue-specific antigens,
certainly not in terms of the immune responses which can be
mounted against them by autochthonous, isogenic, and hetero-
geneic hosts.

Resolution of the paradox posed by the progressive develop
ment and spread of antigenic neoplastic variants, sometimes
over prolonged periods of time in a host whose general
physiologic functioning still appears to be intact, requires
considerably more subtle analyses than the ones alluded to
above, but it appears that these are possible within an
immunologie framework and within the concept of neoplasia
as a chronic host-parasite interaction.

Neoplasia as a Host-Parasite Relationship

Neoplastic cells differ frequently from analogous normal ones
in structure and function, and they are more or less indepen
dent of the normal control mechanisms which govern cellular
growth and tissue architecture. Perhaps even more crucially,
neoplastic variants and, at least in the mammary tumor
system, the preneoplastic tissue also possess generational
immortality: Unlike normal tissues, which can be serially
transplanted for only a finite number of transplant generations
and a finite period of time, corresponding to the approximate
life span of the animal, the preneoplastic and cancerous tissues
have an apparently unlimited life span when serially
propagated under favorable conditions (7). These attributes of
a population of cells, together with their destructive action on
the animal in which they are found, place them properly into
the category of distinct parasitic organisms, with autonomous
biologic properties, and although dependent on the biologic
processes of their hosts to a variable degree, not to such an
extent radically different from that of many of the more
obligatory microbial parasites.

The advantages which accrue from viewing neoplasia as a
host-parasite relationship are conceptual. The disturbingly
mysterious process of neoplastic growth and disease is set
within the much larger context of pathogenetic interactions
between different groups of cells; attention is focused on the
prominent and active role of the host, as in all host-parasite
interactions; and at least some of the more difficult aspects of
neoplasia can be viewed as phenomena of the same nature as
the hitherto more nearly approachable dynamic aspects of
host-microbial parasite relationships.

The most significant element in neoplasia which comes into
focus from the perspective of host-parasite dynamics is the
ubiquitous importance of immunologie parameters at all stages
of the interplay. Although the special antigenicity of tumors,
at least in animals, is a recently established fact, the large and
perhaps dominant role of immunologie processes in neoplasia
is still not generally considered. The setting of neoplasia into
the framework of host-parasite relationship studies may thus
direct further attention to that facet of neoplastic disease
which might well reveal the most promising future approaches
to therapy.

Within this immunologie setting, what possible explanations
present themselves for the persistence of the neoplastic
parasite, an immunologically foreign animal cell, in face of the

fact that transplants of foreign normal cells are almost always
eventually rejected?

For one, foreign transplants of solid tissues are commonly
destroyed not because of direct attack on each cell, but
because of immunologie interference with normal vasculariza-
tion and integration into the host's tissue fabric; these

considerations do not apply to solid tumors. For that matter,
the large necrotic areas of solid cancers are a manifestation of
the nonintegration of such neoplastic tissues, and immunologie
reactions may well play a part in the necrotization of large
portions of a cancerous mass, directly or on the level of
vascular connections. What remains unexplained, however, is
the ability of newly arisen neoplastic variants, me tasta tic
seedings, and leukemic cells to survive in what would be
expected to be an immunologically hostile environment.

It must be considered, however, that foreign transplants of
normal tissues are often not rejected for prolonged periods of
time, even when the implant consists of dispersed cells, unless
very large histocompatibility differences separate donor from
host. Thus, there probably exists a significant period of time
after the inception of a cancer cell or metastatic focus during
which the immunologie apparatus cannot succeed in extir
pating the antigenic variant and during which this apparatus, in
turn, may be the subject of effects which may abolish its
ultimate ability to mount a successful attack on the neoplastic
cell population. What such effects can be envisaged?

Immunologie Parameters of Neoplasia

1. It has already been suggested by a number of investigators
(2, 20) that progressive neoplasia may indeed represent a
manifestation of an underlying, preexisting immunologie
deficiency. It could thus be argued that neoplastic variation
might be a quite common event but that it becomes a
progressive, clinical phenomenon only against the background
of an immunologie disability. Such disability could be general
or specific vis-a-vis tumor antigens; it might be genetic, or
acquired, or even a "normal" circumstance at certain onto-

genic or sex-cycle stages; and it could permit establishment of
a neoplastic focus to the point of no return even if it is only
temporary, provided it occurs at a crucial stage of the
host-tumor relationship-the analogy to the crucial early
events in host-parasite interactions (15) might be illuminating
here.

In support of this view stand several categories of informa
tion: Numerous laboratory and clinical observations suggest
active defensive attempts by the host in neoplasia; these
attempts frequently bear the characteristics of immunologie
responses; and there is often the impression that these
responses just fall short of success in eliminating the neoplastic
parasites. Second, there exists a persuasive body of findings
indicating an association between congenital and acquired
immunologie dyscrasia and neoplastic disease, and there is the
especially intriguing circumstances that all, or very nearly all,
known chemical and physical carcinogenic stimuli also act as
depressors of immunologie responsiveness. The possibility of a
causal association between carcinogen-induced immunologie
depression and carcinogenesis is underlined by the observa
tions of StjernswÃ¤rd (22) that correction of the immunologie
dyscrasia reduces the carcinogenic properties of the inciting
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agent, and by the more general observations that certain
microbial fractions, notably those of mycobacterial origin,
which can elevate and modulate immunologie activity, also
heighten resistance against both microbial and neoplastic
parasites (21,28, 29, 31).

Recent work in our laboratory (Kripke and Weiss, in press)
has further strengthened the link between carcinogen-induced
immunologie depression and carcinogenesis: We undertook an
investigation of the effects of ordinary mineral oil on the
responses to several unrelated antigens by two inbred strains
of mice: BALB/c, which develop plasma cell and reticulum cell
neoplasms following intraperitoneal injections of the oil, and
C57BL, which do not develop tumors following exposure. It
was found that carcinogenic quantities of the oil exerted a
marked depression of the immunologie ability of the BALB/c
animals some time prior to the first detectable signs of
neoplasia but elicited a milder depression, and vis-a-vis some
antigens no depression at all, in the C57BL mice.

The oncogenic action of certain viruses might seem to
constitute a major exception to the generalization that
carcinogenic agents negatively affect the immunologie
apparatus: At least some such viruses do not seem to influence
general immunologie reactivity (11). However, it may be that
neoplastic, and even normal, cells infected with an oncogenic
virus present to the immunologie mechanism of the host
largely those antigens associated with the presence or biologic
activities of the virus. Thus, if the animal is in a state of
specific immunologie unresponsiveness towards these antigens,
the target cells may escape immunologie destruction. This
point will be discussed further in describing the mammary
tumor model.

It is thus conceptually possible that neoplastic variants
survive, grow, and spread because of circumstances, including
the carcinogenic stimulus itself, which interfere with the
functioning of the very mechanism evolved for their surveil
lance and control.

2. Aside from gross dysfunction, factors modulating
immunologie recognition may play a large role in the
establishment of neoplastic mutants. Within the limits of
normalcy, the response to foreign cells may be manifested by
specific enhancement or specific tolerance as well as by active
responsiveness and destruction, and relatively minor variations
in the physical and chemical state of antigens and in the
parameters of sensitization determine the predominance of the
cellular and molecular components of a given immune
response which lead to one or the other final manifestation.
Active immunologie recognition of a neoplastic variant may,
therefore, actually lead to its protection by one component of
the immune response against another. It might be of interest
to note here that a highly active antitumor fraction of tubercle
bacilli generally facilitates that compartment of the immune
response which is associated with tissue destruction and
depresses that linked to tissue enhancement (31).

A combination of generalized or specific immunologie
dysfunction during the critical early stages following the
appearance of a neoplastic variant, together with a subsequent
immunologie reactivity in the direction of enhancement or
tolerance, could thus well explain why the occasional neo
plastic transformation may lead to neoplastic disease.

Many of these immunologie considerations here summarized
are illustrated in the spontaneous murine mammary carcinoma
model, which will now be discussed.

Spontaneous Mammary Carcinogenesis
in the Mouse

A number of recent reviews (8, 9, 17, 18) describe the
known biology of the oncogenesis and natural history of
spontaneous mammary carcinomas of mice. What makes this
model so attractive for study in the context of host-parasite
relationships is the fact that these tumors arise, with varying
frequency, in the course of the "normal" developmental

history of females of this species, without the intentional
manipulation of the investigator and all its attendant dangers
of creating artifactual circumstances and drawing artificial
conclusions. A number of already recognized variables inter
play in the etiology of these cancers-host genotype, hormonal
state, and immunologie competence (17, 18, 26); a family of
oncogenic viruses including at least two distinct though related
members, the mammary tumor virus (MTV) and the nodule-
inducing virus (NIV); and other, still undefined factors,
undoubtedly also enter. No single component, including the
involved viruses, is by itself a sufficient cause in the induction
of these neoplasms, and no single factor appears to be an
absolutely necessary one. This complexity of etiologic param
eters adds considerably to the difficulties of analyzing a
host-parasite relationship, and in our laboratories we have
added the further stricture of working mostly with very
recently arisen tumors (26). It may be expected, on the other
hand, that the insights gained from a study of these car
cinomas will have a closer relevance to cancer in man than the
results coming from work with the more commonly employed
laboratory models of purposefully elicited, long-transplanted
neoplasms.

The Immunology of Spontaneous Mouse
Mammary Carcinomas

Antigenicity. Most of the evidence for the antigenicity of
these tumors which has come from our laboratories and from
those of other investigators who have employed this model is
based on transplantation studies in isogenic and autochtho
nous hosts; the immunologie nature of the observed acquired
resistance phenomena has been confirmed by passive transfer
experiments. Some additional information has also come from
serologie approaches.

The information available to date points to the existence of
two independent categories of antigens characterizing these
tumors.

One category of antigens is apparently possessed by all
tumors containing the MTV and by infected preneoplastic and
normal mammary parenchyma (and by at least some other
infected tissues) as well. This antigenicity, which is totally
cross-reactive (10), is shown clearly by immunization-challenge
procedures in MTV-free hosts of the same genotype, but it is
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usually more difficult to demonstrate in MTV-infected hosts,
at least of the C3H genotype (13, 14). Reinfection with the
MTV at birth abolishes or reduces the acquired resistance
ability of animals of the MTV-free C3Hf and C3H/2 sublines
(14), presumably because of the re-creation of a specific
immunologie unresponsiveness to the virus-associated antigens.

Both in the mouse and in other species, the MTV has been
shown to be actively antigenic (3-5), and it now appears that
at least one of the protective immunogens within this category
of virus-associated antigens (6) is a component of the virion

itself. Evidence is accruing, however, that there exists in
addition antigen(s) induced by the virus, or brought to
phenotypic expression by a derepressing action of the virus (6,
27; Weiss, in press).

Information is not yet available on immunogens controlled
by the NIV, but it has been shown that this agent is
antigenically related to MTV (3). Work on NIV-controlled
protective immunogenicity is currently in progress in our
laboratories.

Evidence for the presence of a second, virus-independent
category of antigens comes from several findings. It is possible
to elicit heightened refractoriness against the original tumor
mass and against autotransplants even in the NIV- or MTV-
infected, and hence presumably tolerant, autochthonous host,
by immunization with tumor and liver tissue preparations (25,
30): liver has been shown to be an effective source of
tumor-protective antigens only when it comes from a pro
portion of the tumor-bearing autochthonous hosts or from
isogenic animals carrying a known immunogenic carcinoma.
Furthermore, heightened tumor resistance can be evoked with
ease by immunization even in MTV-infected isogenic mice of
the immunologically more highly reactive Strain A (1), and it
can be shown readily even in C3H animals towards some
tumors (23, 24).

Although in some instances this immunogenicity of MTV-
infected tumors in MTV-infected hosts might be ascribed to a
breaking of the specific immunologie unresponsiveness
towards MTV-associated antigens, this cannot be the only
interpretation: Many of the infected C3H tumors immuno
genic in C3H hosts are not cross-reactive in these animals, but
they are so in animals of the C3Hf and C3H/2 sublines. These
findings have recently been confirmed and extended in other
laboratories, employing both the transplantation (16) and the
colony-inhibition (12) technics for exhibiting specific anti-
tumor reactivity.

This evidence for the existence of virus-independent, tumor-
specific antigenicity has now been strengthened by-more direct

testing. Using mammary carcinomas arisen from hyperplastic
alveolar outgrowths originating in MTV-free, hormone-
stimulated BALB/c mice in immunogenicity tests, the tumor-
specific antigenicity of these carcinomas has been indicated
(Weiss, to be published). It also appears that one of these
virus-independent antigens may be an organ-specific antigen
located in normal mammary tissue and strongly expressed on
the surface of the neoplastic variants (Weiss and Sulitzeanu, to
be published). An investigation is now under way in our
laboratories to determine whether there also occur, in addition
to organ-specific and truly tumor-specific antigens within this
category of MTV-independent immunogens, tumor antigens

identical with antigens normally restricted to the fetal and
neonatal stages of mammary parenchyma.

It thus appears that within both major categories of
mammary tumor antigensâ€”virus-associated and virus-indepen
dentâ€”there occur several distinct subgroupings of active
immunogens and that antigens of different classes can be
expressed simultaneously, at least in some instances (23, 27).
On the other hand, the possibility must be considered that the
presence of one type of surface antigen could interfere with
the full expression of another, and experiments are now in
progress in our laboratories to determine whether this is
indeed the case. The unresponsiveness of mice of some
MTV-infected strains towards some MTV-infected tumors
might thus not reflect an absence of virus-independent
antigenicity by these neoplasms, but rather their repression or
masking by other, virus-associated antigens. The establishment
of such phenomena would clearly have large implications for
our understanding of the ability of neoplastic variants to
proliferate and for our ability to attempt interference thera-
peutically and prophylactically with this proliferation by
immunologie means.

Enhancement vs Resistance. It has been shown that con
tact with a tumor antigen may result either in the elaboration
of antibodies and specifically sensitized lymphoid cells or
in the creation of a state of specific immunologie unrespon
siveness, depending on the age of the host at exposure, the
quantity of antigen, and other variables. Similarly, experi
ence with a tumor antigen may lead either to the dominant
appearance of enhancing antibodies or of antibodies and
sensitized cells making for damage and destruction of the
target tissueâ€”again, depending on a number of different
variables. Specific immunologie enhancement of tumor cells
across histocompatibility barriers is a well-established phe
nomenon. It has now been shown to occur as well in the
isogenic mammary carcinoma system (1) and may pre
sumably play a role in a variety of natural host-tumor

interactions. It has indeed been found (1, 26) that enhancing
antibodies occur in the sera of tumor-immunized mice which
are actually displaying heightened resistance, thus indicating
the fine, and perhaps very labile, equilibrium between
resistance-promoting and enhancement-promoting immuno
logie factors directed towards tumor antigens. The develop
ment of means of directing an immune response towards one
or the other final manifestation of immunologie reactivity
may, therefore, well play a crucial role in the future of clinical
tumor immunology and of transplantation immunology in
general.

Conclusions

Until recently, the emphasis in studies on the immunology of
spontaneous mammary carcinomas in mice has been concen
trated on attempts to prove beyond doubt that these tumors,
too, are antigenic, and on the elucidation of the nature of this
antigenicity. Little work has been done as yet towards
exploiting these findings in prophylactic and therapeutic
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directions. Guardedly optimistic expectations would not seem
to be out of place, however, in view of the information which
is already available: Specific immunologie procedures can lead
to a degree of heightened resistance even in the autochthonous
host, and nonspecific stimulators of the immunologie
apparatus, including a recently reported casein derivative
termed caseidin (A. Katchalsky, E. Lahav, N. Shanin, and E.
Weisenberg, Immunogenic Activity of the Caseidins against
Bacterial Infection, submitted for publication; Weiss, to be
published), also increase the capacity of the host to resist the
progression of the neoplastic process.

The available data are thus at least consistent with the
theoretical expectations of the possibilities of ultimate
immunologie management of animal, and eventually of
human, neoplasia, or, perhaps more realistically, of a signifi
cant contribution of immunologie procedures in combined
treatments. How far these expectations and auguries will, in
fact, lead us remains problematic, but it is now at least certain
that intensive work along immunologie lines has come to be
more than justified.
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